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Title:
AN ARRANGEMENT AND A METHOD RELATING TO ETHERNET

ACCESS SYSTEMS

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to an arrangement for providing

communication between end users and/or between end users and

service providers over an access network supporting

communication of packet data in frames according to Ethernet or

a similar technology. The invention also relates to a node or a

point acting as an ingress/egress point to/from an access

network supporting Ethernet or a similar technology or

functionality for transporting data in frames. Still further the

invention relates to a method for providing communication

between end users and/or end users and service/providers over an

access network, supporting communication of packet data in

frames, implementing Ethernet or a similar technology.

STATE OF THE ART

Access network operators provide for transportation of

information (bits) between the customers of the access network.

Networks supporting communication of packet data involve

suitable technologies for the implementation of such services.

One technology that appears to be useful for building access

networks is based on the Ethernet technology, among other

reasons because of the ubiquity and low costs involved for

Ethernet equipment. Ethernet was originally developed as a LAN

(Local Area Network) technology for providing an efficient

infrastructure for data networks for example within a company.

It was first developed for moderate speed shared media, but

current technologies apply mainly to point to point links up to

Gbps, interconnected by high capacity Ethernet switches
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supporting virtual LAN, VLAN, cf. IEEE 802.1q. A virtual LAN is

a group of systems, e.g. computers in a workgroup, that should

be able to communicate with each other, and protocols for

restricting the delivery of frames to members of the VLAN only.

A LAN can be divided into multiple VLANs, each VLAN being

assigned a number called a VLAN identifier or a VLAN tag for

uniquely identifying it within the LAN. A LAN contains at least

one VLAN, the default VLAN. Switches contain advanced self

learning features and broadcast behavior, which are appropriate

for the building of for example corporate networks, supporting a

number of user groups.

In a structure for public service access, however, the

requirements as to security, scaling, charging of services etc.

are different from those in a LAN. In a public network each user

preferably has his own completely isolated set of work groups

available. One problem that arises is that the number of

available VLAN tags, wherein each tag defines a user, is limited

to the figure 4096, which is a small number when considering

that there may be several thousands or even hundreds of

thousands users that should be served.

Thus, although Ethernet is an attractive technology for the

building of access networks, several features associated with

the Ethernet technology are not at all suitable for the

functioning as an access network. Equipment connected to an

Ethernet network is able to monitor packets intended for other

recipients, especially broadcast packets. It can also alter the

topology of the network, as configured by the transparent

spanning tree algorithm. Still further it can get control over

what IP addresses other equipment uses, DHCP, PPPoE. In a

network where hosts get their configurations from a DHCP,

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol, RFC 2131, a malicious user



00
O could set up an unauthorized DHCP server and thereby be able to configure

C other's hosts in a way which damages communication or makes all the

0 information flow for another user available for observation and modification, the

malicious user could accomplish this by specifying her own equipment as default

gateway. Similar problems are at hand for the Point to Point Protocol over

Ethernet, PPPoE, RFC 2516. It is also possible to act as another users

equipment by transmitting false responses to Address Resolution Protocol, ARP,

requests, RFC 826. In addition thereto it can establish itself as the recipient of

N information really intended for other equipment (ARP). But, since the users

S 10 connected to an access network cannot be relied on to consistently act benignly,

C these features are not desirable and need to be removed. The VLAN concept

solves these problems by separating the equipment into groups which cannot

affect members of other groups. However, this entails a limitation to 4096 groups

or even less than that for most equipment on the market. In an Ethernet network

any equipment can communicate with any other equipment; VLANs are here

considered separate networks. The access network operator, on the other hand,

wants to be able to control which paths of communication that are available in

order to be able to differentiate charging. The operator wants to be able to keep

paths blocked until someone actually pays for them to be opened. Thus, although

the Ethernet technology for several reasons is very attractive for being

implemented as an access network, the Ethernet technology contains features

which are not at all suitable, particularly for security reasons and for the restriction

to the limited number of users as well as the difficulties in enabling for an operator

to implement an appropriate charging model.

Any reference in this specification to the prior art should not be taken as an

admission that such prior art forms part of the common general knowledge in

Australia, or in any other jurisdiction, before the priority date of any of the

appended claims.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect of the present invention there is provided an

arrangement for providing communication between end users, and/or end users

and service providers, over an access network adapted to support communication

of packet data in frames according to Ethernet technology, including means for
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O establishing at least one packet connection between an end user and a service

N provider; and means for encapsulating at least one packet in a transport frame,

0 said encapsulated packet being adapted to arrive at an ingress point substantially

unmodified, said transport frame including an identification, said identification

including a combination of an origination address and an destination address

information of said frame, wherein said combination is unique for the connection,

wherein said access network is adapted to support the transport of at least one

jumbo frame and wherein said transport frame is adapted to include said jumbo

N frame.

0 10 According to another aspect of the present invention there is provided an
0
C ingress/egress point/node to/from an access network supporting Ethernet

functionality for frame transportation, including means for:

establishing at least one connection between an end user and a service

provider over the access network;

encapsulating at least one packet in a transport frame, said packet

adapted to arrive at the point/node unmodified; and

providing said transport frame with a unique identification, wherein said

identification is a combination of an origination address and a destination address

for the frame, and wherein the transport frame is adapted to include a jumbo

frame.

According to another aspect of the present invention there is provided a

method for providing communication between end users and end users/service

providers over an access network supporting communication of packet data in

frames implementing Ethernet technology, including the steps of:

determining/generating a unique identification including a combination of

origination address and destination address information of a packet connection

for a frame arriving at a point acting as, or being, an ingress point to the access

network;

encapsulating the frame and said identification in a transport frame;

transporting the transport frame through the access network to an egress

point using the destination address information;

de-encapsulating the transport frame at the egress point; and

sending the original encapsulated frame on.
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O An arrangement is needed through which an access network implementing

N Ethernet technology or similar can be used for providing communication between

0 end users and/or end users and service providers also when there are a large

number of users, a number which even may be substantially unlimited. An

arrangement is also needed through which the security aspect of public networks

can be considered. An arrangement as referred to above is also needed through

which a low cost access network can be used based on an established and

straight forward technology. Still further an arrangement is needed through which

N the requirements on an access network concerning the possibility to provide the

S 10 operator with information about which packets belong to which subscriber etc. for

C charging and billing purposes. Particularly an arrangement is needed through

which the traffic between a service provider and a subscriber can be handled

easily, in a secure manner and with the appropriate information relating to

available paths as required for charging. Still further an arrangement is needed

through which charging can be differentiated and communication paths can be

blocked until actually paid for or until the provisioning of an indication that they will

be paid for. Still further an arrangement is needed through which an access

network operator is given the ability to control the availability of communication

paths. An arrangement is also needed which in an easy and low cost manner

allows for traffic control among the establishment of service bindings, unicast as

well as multicast bindings, and through which service connections securely can

be established.

Still further a node or a point in a network acting as an ingress or egress

point allowing for the fulfillment of one or more of the above mentioned objects is

needed. Still further a method for providing communication between end users

and/or end users and service providers over an access network supporting

communication of packet data in frames according to Ethernet technology or

similar is needed through which one or more of the above mentioned objects can

be fulfilled.

The present invention suggests an arrangement for providing communication

between end users and/or end users and service providers, over an access

network supporting communication of packet data in frames according



00
to e.g. Ethernet technology. It comprises means for, at least for establishment of

c a packet connection between an end user and a service provider, encapsulating

Spackets arriving at an ingress point, substantially unmodified, in another, new

transport frame. Said transport frame is provided with an identification of the

connection, e.g. consisting of a combination of origination address and

destination address information for that frame, which combination is unique for

Sthe connection. The access network supports transport of jumbo frames, such

q that a new transport frame may comprise a jumbo frame. It particularly comprises

c-i means for de-encapsulating the new transport frame at the access network

0 10 egress point, or at a point acting as an egress point for that connection.

Particularly the ingress and/or egress point comprises a so called peripheral point

or acts as such. The ingress/egress point can be said to form an interface to the

internal access network. Said encapsulating/de-encapsulating means particularly

comprise converting means, which even more particularly may comprise so called

peripheral converters. In one implementation the ingress point comprises an

encapsulation branch point which all packet data traffic requiring encapsulation is

obliged to pass by a VLAN). Advantageously a packet received at an ingress

point, or a point acting as an ingress point to the internal access network, and

which packet has to be encapsulated, is encapsulated and transported through a

tunnel. Particularly the packet is
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encapsulated in a GRE packet and transported through a GRE

tunnel, GRE (Generic Routing Encapsulation). Generic Routing

Encapsulation is for example described in Generic Routing

Encapsulation (GRE), Network Working Group, Request for

Comments: 1701, Category: Informational, by S. Hanks, NetSmiths,

Ltd. T. Li et al., Cisco Systems, October 1994. In an

alternative implementation MPLS (Multi Purpose Label Switching)

is used for encapsulation and tunneling. Of course a number of

other encapsulation and tunneling techniques are implementable.

In order to establish an identity for a connection, agreements

are provided about destination address in a new transport frame,

e.g. a GRE encapsulation frame, or according to some other type

of encapsulation technique, depending on which tunneling

technique that is used, and connection in the access network.

The identity or information about the connection identity is

included in the new transport frame. Other examples on tunneling

encapsulation techniques are ATM (AAL5) with address VPI+VCI and

MPLS with a label as address, discussed in RFC 2684 and RFC 3031

respectively.

In a particular implementation means external of the access

network are responsible for sorting arriving packets into

connections and defining the result of the sorting as a

connection identity to be used in a new transport frame.

Particularly, through giving the destination address,

information is provided about which tunnel should be used. In a

particular implementation a tunnel (any tunnel) is used for

external transportation of the packets, whereas for

transportation through the access network, a tunnel for the

purposes of the present invention is used, and these two tunnels

are mapped at the points acting as ingress/egress points.
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Particularly the access network comprises so called VLANs,

Virtual Local Area Networks as referred above, and VLAN

technology is implemented. In a particular implementation the

connection identification comprises a VLAN tag. According to

different embodiments, the connection identification in the form

of a VLAN tag is used for connections or interfaces to end users

only, whereas in another implementation connection

identification in the form of a VLAN tag is used both for

connections or interfaces to end users and to service providers.

If the VLAN tag is used as a connection identification only for

interfaces/connections to end users, other identification

provisionings are implemented for interfaces/connections to

service providers. This is particularly relevant since the

number of VLAN tags is limited, however depending on

implementation, this might be of importance or not.

As referred to above, for identification (and encapsulation)

purposes, also e.g. MPLS may be implemented.

In one implementation, for each unicast connection, a MAC

(Medium Access Control) address is designated for the

origination address and for the destination address

respectively. The designation of the MAC addresses can be

performed in different ways, but according to one implementation

the management system managing the connection designates the MAC

addresses. Although Ethernet technology is implemented, it

should be clear from the reading of this document, that some of

the properties of an Ethernet are implemented but not all,

according to different implementations specific properties may

be implemented or not. Thus, in one implementation the same

address of a service provider (ISP) is used for a plurality of

connections to that particular service provider. Similarly

broadcasting may be implemented to indicate the location of MAC
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addresses, if such are implemented. The broadcast frames from an

end user may be encapsulated in a new transport frame.

In one implementation multicast connections may be set up

without encapsulation, each service provider being assigned or

restricted to a specific multicast address range.

In order to solve one or more of the problems referred to

earlier, the invention also provides for a point/node, acting

as, or comprising an ingress/egress point to/from an access

network supporting Ethernet functionality for frame

transportation (or a similar functionality). It comprises means

for, at least for a connection between an end user and a service

provider, over the access network, encapsulating packets

arriving at the point/node, substantially unmodified in another,

new transport frame, and for providing said new transport frame

with a unique connection identification being a combination of

the origination (end user) address and the destination address

for the frame, whereby said new transport frame may comprise a

jumbo frame. The connection identification at least has to be a

combination of information relating to origination and

destination address for the frame.

The point/node further comprises means for de-encapsulating an

encapsulated frame, particularly a jumbo framer when acting as

an egress point. The nodes or points particularly comprise so

called peripheral points and the encapsulating/de-encapsulating

means particularly comprise converting means. In one

implementation it comprises a branch point which all packet data

traffic requiring encapsulation is obliged to pass. The

encapsulating means are particularly used to encapsulate packets

in order to tunnel them through the access network. Different

kinds of tunneling techniques may be implemented. In one
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particular implementation it comprises a GRE tunnel. Other

alternatives are also possible.

The point/node particularly comprises or is associated with

means for sorting arriving packets into connections and for

defining the result of the sorting as a destination address to

be used for the new transport frame or in the new transport

frame.

In a particular implementation the identification comprises a

VLAN tag. According to different embodiments, VLAN tags can be

used for connection identification purposes for connections or

interfaces to end users only, in which case connection

identifications or interfaces/connections to service providers,

are provided for in a different manner. In another

implementation VLAN tags as connection identifications are used

both for connections or interfaces to end users and to service

providers. Particularly a MAC address is designated for packet

origination and destination address respectively, for each

unicast connection. MAC addresses may be designated in different

manners, but in an advantageous implementation MAC addresses are

designated by the management system managing the connection.

In order to remove one or more of the problems or to fulfill the

objects initially referred to, the invention also suggests a

method for providing communication between end users and end

users/service providers over an access network supporting

communication of packet data in frames implementing Ethernet or

a similar technology. The method comprises the steps of;

determining or generating a unique connection identification

comprising a combination of origination address and destination

address information of a packet connection for a frame arriving

at a point acting as or being an ingress point to the access
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network, at least for a connection between an end user and a

service provider; encapsulating the frame and said connection

identification in a new transport frame; transporting the

transport frame through the access network to the relevant point

comprising or acting as an egress point from the access network

using the destination address information; de-encapsulating the

created transport frame at the point being or acting as an

egress point; sending the original frame on. The ingress point

may comprise a physical ingress point and the method supports

the transportation of jumbo frames, the access network thus

supporting transportation of such frames. The method comprises

the step of encapsulating an incoming frame in a tunnel, for

tunneling purposes. In principle any tunneling technique may be

used, for example GRE, MPLS etc.

The method may further comprise the steps of; sorting arriving

packets into connections; defining the result of the sorting as

destination addresses for different connections; using the

relevant destination address in each created transport frame.

In one implementation the method comprises the step of, in an

access network comprising VLANS, using a VLAN tag as connection

identification, at least for connections or interfaces to end

users. VLAN tags may also be used as connection identifications

for connections or interfaces to service providers.

Alternatively, for service providers, connection identifications

may be provided for in other manners.

In a particular implementation the method comprises the step of

designating a MAC address for the origination address and

designating a MAC address for the destination address, for each

unicast connection. In one implementation MAC addresses are
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designated by a management system managing the respective

connection.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will in the following be further explained in a

non-limiting manner, and with reference to the accompanying

drawings, in which:

Figs. 1A, lB show an overview of an external network and an

access network in which the inventive concept is

implemented,

Fig. 2 schematically illustrates an access network comprising

an Ethernet network with peripheral points comprising

peripheral converters managed by a management system,

Fig. 3 illustrates the format of a packet arriving at an

ingress point to the access network,

Fig. 4 illustrates the format of a packet as converted by the

converting means in the ingress point for

transportation across the access network,

Fig. 5 illustrates the conversion between a user side

Ethernet frame and the user frame as encapsulated in a

jumbo frame,

Fig. 6 is a flow diagram describing the process of generating

an encapsulation frame (conversion of frame from user

to access network frame),

Fig. 7 is a flow diagram schematically illustrating the

procedure for a packet incoming to a point acting as
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an access network egress point, i.e. of frame de-

encapsulation,

Fig. 8 is a flow diagram describing the process of converting

an encapsulated frame of the access network to a

packet intended for a service provider implementing

GRE,

Fig. 9 illustrates conversion between access network jumbo

encapsulation and external network GRE-encapsulation,

Fig. 10 is a flow diagram illustrating the process of

converting a frame of an external network (from a

service provider) to a network transport frame, and

Fig. 11 illustrates an alternative implementation of

conversion between jumbo transport frames and external

network GRE frames in which the external GRE header is

included in the jumbo frame.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Fig. 1A very schematically illustrates an access network

providing connection between user 1, here comprising a PC, user

2 comprising a router connecting to a PC and XBOX and ISP 1,2

(Internet Service Provider) with corresponding routers.

Fig. lB shows one example of an access network to which the

inventive concept can be implemented. The access network is

illustrated within a dashed line and it here comprises a central

node which comprises a routing interface to service providers

ISP 1, ISP 2, including security functions, a regional node for

(here) Ethernet switching within the access network, which is

supposed to be an Ethernet, and local nodes comprising
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interfaces to end users. A conventional O&M node (Operation and

Maintenance) is also illustrated.

The Ethernet access network provides communication services

primarily to homes and small businesses. Here the expression

access network service is used in a specialized sense, namely

for the transfer of information through the access network.

The access network service is only a small part of the

implementation of the service that the end user recognizes.

Examples of services seen by users are TV channel distribution,

telephony and video on demand. Internet access is another

example of a service which is recognized by the user. However,

since Internet access has many different uses which can be seen

themselves as their own applications, it is not appropriate for

clarification of the concept of a service.

For each end user there is a physical point where the end user

connects her equipment to the network. From this point the

information is transported towards the interior of the network,

typically by optical fiber, electrical wire or radio waves. At

some point the information reaches equipment which interacts

with many end users' equipment to aggregate and distribute

information flows. The point where a particular user is

connected to this equipment is called a port. The port is a

point where the access network has natural means for

distinguishing information from and to different users.

The user connects several different boxes (communication

equipment) to the network, notably telephone, PC and TV set-top-

box. The information from these boxes is at least in some cases

to be handled differently, depending on which box is

communicating. The frames may for example be destined to
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different ports and have different requirements as to delay,

reliability and bandwidth.

In most Ethernet/IP networks the sender decides destination by

specifying an appropriate destination address. It is also common

that the sending equipment marks Quality of Service (QoS)

requirements in the packet sent. In the access network, the

network itself must keep close control over how packets are

handled. The user buys access to certain services. The user

marks each packet sent with something by which the network can

determine which service the packet belongs to. The network may

modify the packet so that it is marked according to some network

internal scheme for differentiating between services. All

equipment within the network i-s configured to handle each packet

according to the rules defined for the service to which the

packet belongs according to the marking. Often the destination

address is part of the definition of the service. This means

that two service providers offering identical services are

represented as two services in the network. It should be noted

that for the network to know how to handle a packet, it must

know which user sent it (determined by noting at which port it

arrives) and to which service it belongs (determined by reading

a signal added to each packet by the sender). For lack of a

better term, the term flow is used for all packets which have

their origin at one and the same user and which belong to the

same service.

In an access network, Fiber Ethernet Access Network produced by

Ericsson under the name AXC 105, the end users are required to

mark service affinity by sending packets in specific VLANs, i.e.

their equipment writes different VLAN identifier values in

packets using different services. This can be achieved for

example by the user installing a switch with port based VLANs,
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connecting PC, IP telephony converter and TV set-top-box to

different ports in the switch and configuring each of the ports

to belong to the appropriate VLAN according to instructions from

the access network operator. As a special case the system allows

one of the flows at each port to use packets without VLAN

fields.

For a complete communication service, recognizable by the end

user, to be implemented, a lot more than the access network

service is needed. For a PC to be connected to Internet, the

access network must be connected to all the other networks of

Internet. For telephone calls, the network must be connected to

the International telephony network, which involves conversion

between communication standards, performed by a telephony

gateway. The organisations which provide connectivity to the

external networks, and format adaptation to other networks, are

called service providers. Service providers can also generate

the actual information content communicated, for example by

installing a video server with stored movie films on a hard disk

or by installing a World Wide Web server which provides web

pages. In the context of the present invention, the important

difference between end users and service providers is that

service providers may have a need to distinguish between a large

number of other entities with which they communicate. This means

that there may be a need for the access network to provide means

by which the other end of the communication is identified. A

complete definition of a service includes identification of the

service provider.

According to the inventive concept, all packets are encapsulated

in new packets, which are used only within the access network.

This means that each flow gets its own tunnel. The addressing in

the encapsulation, (new transport packet) packet has the dual
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role of identifying the ports and the end points of the tunnel

and identifying the service the tunnel is used for. In AXC 105,

the packet is an Ethernet frame with destination and source

address. For the Ethernet network to work, the addresses must

uniquely indicate the port where the packet entered the network

(the source) and the port where it is to leave the network (the

destination). It is acceptable to let several different

addresses represent the same port, but each address can

represent only one port. In the tunneling scheme of the present

invention the VLAN tag may be used to signal which service the

packet belongs to.

In each end of the tunnel and for each direction of the flow,

there must be an agreement about how to convert between the

information in the encapsulation used internally in the access

network and the format used in the external network.

According to the present invention packets are encapsulated

without modification. Therethrough the external network has

access to the Ethernet functionality, although confined to the

connection as desired.

Fig. 2 illustrates an access network 20, here comprising an

Ethernet network with peripheral points 1,2 comprising

peripheral converters 3,4 respectively, which are managed by

management system 50. The management system 50 accepts requests

for connections to be set up between the peripheral points 1,2.

For each point the connection is identified by some feature

which is common for all packets on ingress at the ingress point

and which feature is not present for packets for other

connections on ingress at this particular ingress point. In one

implementation a so called VLAN tag is used as a connection

identification. In one implementation a VLAN tag is used as
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connection identification on interfaces to end users. For

interfaces to service providers the address space provided by

VLAN tags may be insufficient. Then some other means for

connection identification is needed to establish what connection

any packet belongs to. According to one embodiment packets are

required to be encapsulated in a tunnel when arriving at an

interface. In one particular implementation GRE encapsulation is

implemented. This is for example described in Generic Routing

and Encapsulation (GRE), request for comments: 1701 as referred

to earlier in the application and which was incorporated herein

by reference. The connection identity can then be established by

an agreement about mapping between destination address in the

GRE encapsulation packet, i.e. the new transport packet, and

connection in the access network, i.e. the equipment outside the

access network is required to sort packets into connections and

express the result of the sorting as the destination address in

an encapsulation packet.

For unicast connections the management system designates a MAC

address for each endpoint of the connection. Preferably large

forwarding tables containing such information are provided at

central points, however also other implementations are possible,

the main thing being that the information is available. The

peripheral points, here 1,2, between which the connection is to

be established, are configured to receive by and transmit to

these addresses. When a peripheral point receives the packet for

the connection from the external side or from the external

network, the respective peripheral converter, here e.g. 3 (or

puts an incoming frame in another new, transport frame,

which is given the MAC address of this end of the connection as

source address and the address of the other end of the

connection as the destination address, i.e. here the address of

peripheral point 2. It is a requirement that the combination of
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addresses or address information is unique for the specific

connection, but one of the addresses may be shared and used for

other connections as well. Typically the address of a service

provider can be the same for several connections to this service

provider. This means that the arriving frame is encapsulated in

a new transport frame.

Fig. 3 schematically illustrates an incoming packet arriving at

an external or peripheral point 1 of the access network 20. In a

conventional manner it comprises data fields for destination

address, source address, type, VLAN and an Ethernet payload. In

the peripheral point the arriving packet is converted and

encapsulated by the peripheral converter. The new transport

packet is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4 and in this new

packet the entire arriving packet is contained in an Ethernet

payload data field whereas connection identification comprising

destination and source address information as explained above is

provided in the fields DEST and SOURCE in the figure. A type

indication and a VLAN indication are also provided. As the new

transport frame necessarily is somewhat larger than the arriving

frame, there might be a potential problem when the arriving

frame is of maximum size. According to the invention this is

solved by constraining arriving frames to normal frame size and

encapsulating them in jumbo frames. Therefore the equipment in

the access network is required to support transportation of

jumbo frames. A jumbo frame is in principle any frame that is

larger than the requirements on maximum size in the IEEE

standard. The definition of frame size is vendor dependent, as

these are not part of the IEEE standard. Jumbo frames are frames

bigger than the standard Ethernet frame size, which is 1518

bytes (including Layer 2 (L2) header and Frame Check Sequence

(FCS))
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When the new transport frame, i.e. the encapsulated frame,

arrives at the other peripheral point, e.g. 2, the encapsulated

frame is taken out or de-encapsulated and sent onwards. The

destination address information in the encapsulated frame or in

the transport frame can optionally be used to determine which

port it is to be sent on to. In one implementation the

encapsulation is carried out in the absolute periphery or in

actual peripheral points. In other embodiments the encapsulation

is not performed in the absolute periphery. For example may

VLANs be organized to form a branch, all traffic of which is

ensured to pass an encapsulation point.

Particularly, within the access network, broadcast only is used

for implementing the connections, to show the network where the

MAC addresses are. When an encapsulation point sees a broadcast

to an address which it implements itself, it sends an empty

frame, i.e. an encapsulation of nothing, in the other direction

as a response. Broadcast frames from the end user are

encapsulated and transported to the recipient or the receiver in

the same way as other traffic.

In one implementation multicast connections are carried on the

same network but without being encapsulated in transport frames.

It is then, however, necessary to restrict the different service

providers to different multicast address ranges.

Fig. 5 illustrates more in detail the conversion between a user

packet, i.e. a packet on the user side, and an encapsulated

packet, i.e. the packet of the user as encapsulated in a new

transport frame according to the present invention. The figure

shows the conversion between a plain Ethernet frame and an

encapsulated jumbo frame, i.e. the format change between a

normal Ethernet frame on the user side and an encapsulation in a
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to an end user, in this implementation illustrating tunnel

conversion in an embodiment in which VLAN tags are used as

identifiers, the VLAN tag signals which service the packet

belongs to. In the direction from the user, the network uses the

port number and the VLAN tag to look up tunnel data in a table.

In the other direction, i.e. towards the user, the VLAN tag in

the encapsulated packet is sufficient to determine the VLAN tag

that should be put in the packet that is sent to the user. The

field names in the figure represent fields in the user frame.

Most of them have the same values in the user frame as in the

access network frame, i.e. the new transport frame or the

encapsulated jumbo frame. TPID relates to a tag protocol

identifier, TCI means Tag Control Information, and FCS means

Frame Check Sequence. Except for the preamble, most of the data

of the input frame of the user packet is simply copied to the

transport frame which is enlarged to comprise a jumbo frame and

including an encapsulation header with preamble, destination,

source, TPID, TCI and length/zype data fields. The data copied

from the input frame (in the direction from user side to access

network) comprises the Ethernet payload of the encapsulated

jumbo frame, or the new transport frame.

Fig. 6 is a flow diagram schematically describing the process

when a user packet, or a user frame, is received at the access

network ingress point where it is converted to an encapsulated

(jumbo) frame. Thus, the original frame from the user port is

received in the access network ingress point, 100. Then the

storage space for the frame is enlarged in order to be able to

also take up additional header information, i.e. the

encapsulation header as described above, 101. Subsequently a key

is formed by combining the relevant VLAN identifier (for example

12 bits out of TCI) and a port number, 102. Then the key as
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found in the preceding step is used to find the appropriate

entry in a tunnel cross reference table, 103. Additional data

from the cross reference table entry is then copied into the

additional fields in the encapsulation jumbo frame, 104.

Preamble and FCS fields are generated, 105. When this has been

done, the new transport frame, or the encapsulated frame, can be

sent, including almost all of the original frame, 106.

Fig. 7 illustrates the procedure at the egress point from the

access network to an external network, particularly when a frame

is intended for a user. More precisely this relates to a process

of de-encapsulating or unpacking a frame, a so called

encapsulated frame or a transport frame. Thus, it is supposed

that an encapsulated transport frame is received at the access

network egress point, 200. Then a tunnel cross reference table

entry is to be found. In this implementation a VLAN identifier,

or a VLAN tag, in the encapsulation header is used as a key to

find said entry, 201. Subsequently TCI from the table entry is

copied to TCI in the encapsulated frame, 202. Thereupon the

encapsulation fields are removed, 203, i.e. the encapsulation

header as illustrated in Fig. 5. It should be clear that steps

201, 202 could be excluded, and they are therefore indicated

within dashed lines in Fig. 7. Thereupon a preamble and FCS

fields are generated for the frame to be transported over the

external network, 204. Subsequently the smaller frame is sent on

over the external network, 205. Since the frame is intended for

a user, it is smaller than the encapsulated jumbo frame (also

denoted the transport frame)

In the following embodiments will be described which relate to

conversion between a tunnel used for the transportation across

the access network, i.e. the encapsulating jumbo frame as

described above, and external tunnels in external networks. In
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the interface to a service provider there might be a need to

differentiate between flows connected to different end users at

the other end of the tunnel. This may for example be

accomplished by connecting the internal tunnel to some other

tunneling system in the external network, for example Generic

Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels.

In the direction towards a service provider, the source address

of the encapsulated packet is translated (or possibly just

copied) into a source address in the external, in this case,

GRE, tunnel. The source address is the important part. According

to some implementations the destination address also needs to be

changed. In the direction towards the access network, on the

other hand, the destination address is translated (possibly only

copied) into a destination address which can function in the

access network. The choice between the translation and copying

depends on how address selection has been negotiated. If the

access network is allowed to select addresses, the addresses can

be the same both within the access network and in the external

network, i.e. they are copied.

Fig. 8 illustrates an embodiment in which an encapsulated frame,

or a transport frame, used for transfer across the access

network, is converted to a packet to be sent to an external

network of a service provider, or to the service provider. Thus,

in the process of generating a packet to be sent to the service

provider, in a first step the encapsulated (transport) frame is

received at the access network egress point, 301. Subsequently

the jumbo encapsulation is removed, 302. Generally

identification information is stored or cached, i.e. the source

address. Subsequently the frame storage space is enlarged to

enabling inclusion of the more extensive header information of

the external network, 303. If this challenges the maximum size
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limit for the Ethernet link to the service provider, then the

payload data of the IP packet, i.e. the GRE packet, may also be

split into two packets. This is a normal procedure of the IPL

(Internet Protocol) protocol, and therefore will not be further

described herein. Preferably, however, jumbo frames are used

also in the interface to the service provider so that packet

splitting is not called for. Thus, it is supposed that an

original frame was received at the access network ingress point,

enlarged in order to form a transport frame or an encapsulated

frame to be transferred across the access network, and again

enlarged for transportation in an external GRE tunnel. (If a

packet from an external GRE tunnel or some other tunnel arrives

at an access network ingress point, GRE headers etc. are removed

and the original user frame is enlarged and provided with a

jumbo encapsulation header etc.)

Subsequently a table look up is performed using the encapsulated

jumbo frame source address as key, 304, to find a table entry.

Then the IP source address and IP destination address are

written from the found table entry, 305. Thereupon other IP and

GRE fields are written. In one implementation all of these are

constants, the same in all packets. However, one or more fields

might have to be variable, i.e. copied from the look up table,

306. Finally the Ethernet frame header for the link is written,

307, and the modified external frame is sent onto the service

provider, 308, over a GRE tunnel (in this implementation).

Fig. 9 illustrates conversion between encapsulated jumbo frames

for access network transportation according to the present

invention, and external GRE encapsulations over an external

network. As can be seen the original user frame is encapsulated

in a new transport frame or a jumbo frame which means that all,

or substantially all, of the original user frame is sent in an
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Ethernet payload field and that destination address, source

address, TPID, TCI and length/type for forming a jumbo

encapsulation header are added, and hence converted, the frame

arriving at a peripheral point forming access network ingress

point is transported over the access network. At the access

network egress point the jumbo encapsulation header is removed,

the address information thereof is kept for use in the external

network GRE encapsulated frame, the original frame is provided

with a GRE header, GRE delivery IP packet header and frame

header for the link to the service provider. Generally each row

contains 16 bits although some of them may contain only 8 bits.

Thus, the enlarged "original frame" is enlarged, encapsulated,

at entry to the access network, and again unpacked and instead

encapsulated in a GRE tunnel when leaving the access network.

Fig. 10 shows an implementation in which a packet in a frame

from a service provider at an access network ingress point is

converted to an encapsulated transport frame for transport

across the access network. Thus, a packet (in the frame) is

received from the service provider at the access network ingress

point, 401. A table look up is performed using IP packet

destination address as a key, 402. Subsequently the jumbo

encapsulation frame header as found from the table entry is

written, 403, and the encapsulated access network transport

frame is sent on, 404. Thus, the encapsulated frame from the

external network comprises an external encapsulation header

which is removed and another transport (jumbo) encapsulation

header is added, and it is sent through the access network. In

this case the frame sent over the access network is smaller than

the frame arriving from the service provider network. The user

frame gets larger due to the jumbo encapsulation header but as

it was encapsulated in a still larger GRE encapsulation, the
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frame.

In order to establish a new service, a tunnel type to connect to

could be established in each end point. The tunnel type may be

as VLAN, which is not an actual tunnel. Otherwise, it may relate

to any relevant tunnel type. In each end of the tunnel the

addressing mode is determined. It is also determined if address

information can just be copied, or if there is a requirement to

use a cross reference table to change addresses.

In order to provide a service to a user, a table entry is

inserted in the cross reference table at each end of the tunnel

to be used for the service.

In Fig. 11 still another implementation is illustrated in which

the GRE header information is introduced in the access network

transport frame, i.e. the encapsulated jumbo frame. This is an

embodiment which makes the procedure simpler, but, on the other

hand it requires more bandwidth than the embodiment described

above.

Fig. 11 illustrates an implementation in which a conversion is

performed between a frame from/to a user, and the user frame as

GRE encapsulated, and further encapsulated in a new transport

frame (jumbo frame) according to the inventive concept. For a

connection between an interface where VLAN is used to identify

the connection and an interface where GRE (IP) is used to

identify the connection, it may be advantageous to make the GRE

encapsulation and de-encapsulation at the VLAN interface. One

reason for this could be that the VLAN interface is more

programmable or has more capacity for format conversion. This
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will require some additional bandwidth in the access network,

though.

At the user interface the frame that arrives from the user is

encapsulated in a GRE encapsulation which is encapsulated in a

jumbo encapsulation and the frame that arrives from the network

(the service provider) is stripped of its jumbo encapsulation

and its GRE encapsulation as well.

The only operation necessary at the GRE (service provider-)

interface is the splitting of the IP packet, which may be

necessary because the jumbo frame may be too big to be

transported over the link to the service provider.

It should be clear that the invention is not limited to the

specifically illustrated embodiments. On the contrary, it can be

varied in a number of ways within the scope of the appended

claims.



THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. An arrangement for providing communication between end users, and/or

end users and service providers, over an access network adapted to support

communication of packet data in frames according to Ethernet technology,

including:

means for establishing at least one packet connection between an end

user and a service provider; and

means for encapsulating at least one packet in a transport frame, said

encapsulated packet being adapted to arrive at an ingress point substantially

unmodified, said transport frame including an identification, said identification

including a combination of an origination address and a destination address

information of said frame, wherein said combination is unique for the connection,

wherein said access network is adapted to support the transport of at least

one jumbo frame and wherein said transport frame is adapted to include said

jumbo frame.

2. An arrangement according to claim 1, further including means for de-

capsulating the transport frame at the access network egress point or a point

acting as an egress point.

3. An arrangement according to claim 1 or 2, further including a peripheral

point acting as access network ingress and/or egress point.

4. An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the encapsulating/de-

encapsulating means include converting means.

An arrangement according to claim 2, wherein the ingress point includes

an encapsulation branch point which all packet data traffic requiring

encapsulation is obliged to pass.

6. An arrangement according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein a

packet received at an ingress point is encapsulated in a tunnel.



O 7. An arrangement according to claim 6, wherein said tunnel is a GRE-tunnel

Sin a jumbo frame tunnel.

8. An arrangement according to claim 6 or 7, wherein in order to establish an

identity for a connection, agreements are provided relating to destination address

in the transport frame and access network connection, and wherein said identity

Sis included in the transport frame.

9. An arrangement according to claim 6, 7 or 8, wherein means external of

the access network are responsible for sorting arriving packets into connections

Sand defining the result of the sorting as a connection identity to be used in the

transport frame.

An arrangement according to any one of claims 6-9, wherein an external

tunnel is mapped onto an access network internal tunnel at a point being or acting

as an ingress point to the access network and vice versa at the point acting

as/being an access network egress point.

11. An arrangement according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

access network is implemented in VLAN technology.

12. An arrangement according to claim 11, wherein the identification includes

a VLAN tag, adapted to be used for connections or interfaces to end users.

13. An arrangement according to claim 12, wherein the VLAN tag is used as

connection identification only for interfaces/connections to end users, wherein

alternative identification is used for interfaces/connections to service providers.

14. An arrangement according to claim 12, wherein the VLAN tag is used as

connection identification for interfaces and/or connections to end users and

service providers.

15. An arrangement according to any one of claims 1-5, wherein MPLS is

implemented for identification.
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O 16. An arrangement according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein for

N each unicast connection, MAC addresses are designated for the origination

0 address and for the destination address respectively.

17. An arrangement according to claim 16, wherein the MAC addresses are

designated by the management system managing the connection.

18. An arrangement according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

same address of a service provider is used for a plurality of connections to said

service provider.

19. An arrangement according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein

multicast connections are set up without encapsulation, each service provider

being assigned or restricted to a specific multicast address range.

An arrangement according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein

broadcasting is implemented to indicate the location of MAC addresses.

21. An arrangement according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein

broadcast frames from an end user are encapsulated in a new transport frame.

22. An ingress/egress point/node to/from an access network supporting

Ethernet functionality for frame transportation, including means for:

establishing at least one connection between an end user and a service

provider over the access network;

encapsulating at least one packet in a transport frame, said packet

adapted to arrive at the point/node unmodified; and

providing said transport frame with a unique identification, wherein said

identification is a combination of an origination address and a destination address

for the frame, and wherein the transport frame is adapted to include a jumbo

frame.
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23. An ingress/egress point/node according to claim 22, further including

c means for de-encapsulating an encapsulated jumbo frame when acting as an

a egress point.

24. An ingress/egress point/node according to claim 23, further including a

peripheral point, wherein the encapsulating/de-encapsulating means include

Sconverting means.

An ingress/egress point/node according to claim 22 or 23, further including

a branch point which all packet data traffic requiring encapsulation is obliged to

Spass.

26. An ingress/egress point/node according to any one of claims 22-25,

wherein said encapsulating means are used to encapsulate packets in a jumbo

tunnel.

27. An ingress/egress point/node according to any one of claims 22-26, further

including or is associated with means for sorting arriving packets into

connections, and defining the result of the sorting as a connection identity to be

used in the transport frame.

28. An ingress/egress point/node according to any one of claims 22-27,

wherein the identification includes a VLAN tag, adapted to be used in connections

or interfaces to end users, wherein the identification for interfaces/connections to

service providers is provided in a different manner.

29. An ingress/egress point/node according to any one of claims 22-28,

wherein a MAC address is designated for the packet origination and destination

address respectively, for each unicast connection.

An ingress/egress point/node according to claim 29, wherein the MAC

addresses are designated by the management system managing the connection.
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31. A method for providing communication between end users and end

c users/service providers over an access network supporting communication of

packet data in frames implementing Ethernet technology, including the steps of:

determining/generating a unique identification including a combination of

origination address and destination address information of a packet connection

for a frame arriving at a point acting as, or being, an ingress point to the access

Snetwork;

Sencapsulating the frame and said identification in a transport frame;

c transporting the transport frame through the access network to an egress

0 10 point using the destination address information;

c de-encapsulating the transport frame at the egress point; and

sending the original encapsulated frame on.

32. A method according to claim 31, wherein the transport frame includes a

jumbo frame, and the access network is adapted to support the transportation of

jumbo frames.

33. A method according to claim 32, further including the step of encapsulating

an incoming frame in a GRE tunnel in a jumbo tunnel.

34. A method according to claim 32 or 33, further including the steps of:

sorting arriving packets into at least one connection;

defining at least one destination address for each said connections; and

using the destination address in the transport frame.

A method according to claim 31, 32 or 33, further including the step of

using a VLAN tag as identification, in an access network for connections or

interfaces to end users.

36. A method according to any one of claims 31-33, further including the steps

of:

designating a MAC address for the originating address; and

designating a MAC address for the destination address for each unicast

connection.
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0 37. An arrangement for providing communication substantially according to

N any one of the embodiments herein described with reference to the

C accompanying drawings.

38. A method for providing communication substantially according to any one

of the embodiments herein described with reference to the accompanying

drawings.
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